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Welcome'und'come'on'in..  A free spirited cultural experiment.. in the making.
You are aware of the history, probably mostly the sh*tty stuff . 'Macht nichts'=
Whatever... 'Scheiße egal'= Sh*t happens, all over ! Let's begin with

THE BERLIN WALL
morning of 13/6/1961 the

World awoke to see the Iron Curtain being drawn closed... & Berlin became the
centre of the 'kalten Krieg'= cold War. Nuclear warheads were being waved
around & why? .. why not ! THAT'S WHAT THEY MADE THEM FOR ! 

KREATIVITÄT, KIEZ
KULTUR, KUNTZ,

KNEIPE & KLUB...
JA KLAR !.

.... this city supports 'creativity,
neighbourhood culture, the arts, the
pubs & clubs... yeah sure ! 

... exciting dynamic progressive & at the same time 
melancholic pensive moody cities of all ‘modern' West
Europe.. There is simply SO much going on in this town &
it is too BIG.. THERE IS NO "CENTER"  it's a collaboration
of 'dörfer'= villages.  City Spy Map offer you some interesting

places & points, an overview of 5 villages, top 3 were formally the East Bloc.. 

>>> Friedrichshain,
night life HUB a HUBA. (F5&6)
'bleibt'= is Alive...public parks & a
graveyard for that BBQ. Ostbahnhof
the East station, moments away from
the largest remaining fully painted
segment of 'Der Mauer'= ‘THE WALL’
along 1,3km of the Spree River. some
100 murals representing 

THE SPIRIT 
OF WORLD FREEDOM
'die Mauer muss bleiben' = The Wall
MUST remain ! the protest now is the
opposite than was in 1989'. Now we
must try to protect the 'East Side
Gallery' & the open spaces behind it.
City planners want to remove this wall
& build up the area... please support &
S I G N  T H E  P E T I T I O N  ! ! !

Oberbaumbrücke, Warschauer Straße
bridge. (G5). THE beautiful red brick
river castle for the U-Bahn line U1
train. Looking upstream gives a great
angle on the TV tower. Looking from
there down the River Spree, see the 

‘MOLECULE
MAN’

walking the water, 
shimmering in the 
skyline,.(H6).

Summer... Something missing?… Or is it !

THEM BERLIN
BEACHES

Techno .katerholzig.de or Reggie.yaam.de
opposite each other right on the river
side (F4) go nonstop, first one has major
parties, they both have the sand !!
Monbijou park (D2) is a huge grassy area
of music & bars.. little bit I'B'iza ?! 

Our Hero !.. around town
throughout the former Deutsch
demokratischen Republik /
DDR. Red or Green, Stop &

Go. "It is presumably their special,
almost indescribable aura of human
warmth, 'people' are comforted by this
traffic symbol figure & find with him a
piece of 'honest' historical identification. 

THE AMPELMÄNNCHEN
has the right to represent a positive
aspect of a failed social order."

... push the button..

a few blocks around is the hippist of
areas. Named after it's main street
'Simon-Dach Straße', cool
punk'y stores, cocktail, bars, cafes,
bistros & a few hard rocker bars...
something for everyone.(F5).

‘Why do the Trabi have heated rear
window ?. To keep your hands warm
while you pushing it . . . 

NAH!, easy as that you introduce yourself
around here. It means 1000 greetings &
all the what's up, hello's & how's it goes
!?.. So now you try,  'NAH Schatz'=
HEY Darling.. Now you are talking.

True it is the capitol city. But deep
down 'THE BEAR' is not a good 
representation of the rest of this 
country.. Berliners are very proud to say

'ICH BIN EIN BERLINER'.
Ethnic soup.. an ‘out’ gay man as
city Major... In times of crisis.. stats
say; the largest per capita of ecstasy &
cocaine users in Europe. .. twice the
amounts of sexy ladies & men around. .
CHEEP GOOD BEER, they make Porche
here… No speed limits & as we know

THEY LIKE TO GET NAKED,
at every opportunity... rain or shine . .

It's all about attitude. it's not fashion
it's a lifestyle, .. Berliners love to
remind each other that the city is 

POOR BUT SEXY
.. makes it all worth while..

>>>Neukölln… Do you
want to see 'the stuff' this city is famous
for in a fresh & inspired sense ?!… 
currently this is the area with the lowest
rent prices in town... locals & young
foreigners pour in … in search of 
freedom… no pigs / lots of dog sh*t….!
it's THE COOLEST 'KIEZ' since 4
years.. new news… the time is now..
there are many good places in
here........so many have been & gone
already... or there are ones that don't
even have names...'immer noch
Baustelle'= constantly in building! The
life is in the streets & in the streets is
the life.. every 2'nd doorway is open for
business & or pleasure. Boutique / junk
shops, instant cafe's, sit on whatever you
like, come from where-ever you are ..(i4)

You will soon notice that the
customer service sucks!..
that's part of the service! Berliners
don't trust people who are forward &
friendly... direct & disinterested they
respect that.. 'ist in Ordnung'.... Oder!

9th November 1989 after 28 long
years, the Rusty ‘Iron Curtain’ was
ripped open & the curious, somewhat
‘backward’ folk from DDR, East-side
stepped into HEDONISTIC WEST
BERLIN...The united Westerners 
wandered into the amazing void on the
other side . . Of course there were
integration issues.. (lotsa’ jokes, Ossi /
Wessi)) but that's all forgotten now....
as are many dreams.. Since we are
the capitol there are more & more
restrictions & the rich Germans are
changing the villages & lifestyle to suit
themselves. It's called progress. 

>>> in  MIT TE >>>
You are now leaving... Cold War relic
Checkpoint Charlie. The museum has
the full story.. avoid long cues come
first thing.. (the after-party). Same
block are outdoor exhibitions
'Topography of Terror' displayed on one
of the last stretches of 'der Mauer' (B5)
& beside there, the Holocaust 'Denkmal'
memorial... then the Brandenburg Gate
& Reichstag leading to the beautiful
Tier Garten. That's the victory column in
the middle.. On the wings of desire.. &
other good things to see & do 'park
style'.. keep going till Zoologischer
Garten & that is the 'center' of West
Berlin.... quite another planet.. If you
want to shop for overpriced things or go
on gay pub crawls ... off you go !. (K1)

Many of you have come all the way here
for 1 reason only.. not history, or architecture,
or the food, or even the lovely weather   

YOU CAME TO
. . .DANCE. . .

" Techno " may have been born here.. 
it is a very important part of many 
peoples lives.. & you have to be fit to
keep up.. loaded helps too!.. Some
places are shown on the map… the 
general rule is .. if it is hard to find then
it’s gonna’ be a great night & next days
etc… Berghain Panorama Bar (F5),
Sage, Tresor, Maria (F3 & 4),
Golden Gate (E3) is best to have a
look in the 'Zitty or Tip' event guides …

WHILE THERE IS MOONLIGHT
& LOVE & ROMANCE .. 

LET'S FACE THE MUSIC .. &
JUMP AROUND !!

.. in Summer is the Open air parties. .
. . it’s  a organised chaos . .

Nein man, ich will noch nicht gehen =
No man, I do not want to go. Ich will
noch ein bisschen tanzen = I still want
a little dance. Ist doch noch nicht so
spät = is not yet so late. Lass uns noch
ein bisschen tanzen = Let us dance a
little bit....... doch man jawohl...

Their is an official & specific reaction can
be achieved by prolonged dance with a
great DJ system. THE 'EARGASAM'
some kind of techno tantra.. pop a pill,
pop your cherry.. chemical thrills ...what
happens in Berlin, Stays in the membrane...;-)

The magnificent Museum island so
romantic. The trees are filled with wild
ravens black as the night that envelops
the Dom & the islands circumventing
walk ways. Perfect place for a picnic or
a snowball fight (depending that is of
course upon whether you prefer to eat
snow or throw sandwiches) (E2).. The
Fernsehturm= TV tower, Alexanderplatz 

THAT ENORMOUS THING
IN THE SKY

(if you can see that you are never lost) A
popular spot for bungee jumping & other
forms of sightseeing. Up there in the round
tower viewing area, in the cloud’s over the
former DDR main square, The view is one
to die / dive for, or at least queue up for
.(D3) . or you can climb up the outside.. )

"Under the bridge facing 'the Dom' you
find a very interesting museum on the
bloc way of life www.DDR-museum.de
.. it’s better to be here nowa’ days !! .
.trust me Comrade .. "

& as Heinrich Heine said “Where first
we burn the books,. . there then after
we will burn the people” . (E2)

Quite a few jokes play with the 
widespread urban legend that Trabant's
body was made of reinforced cardboard
/i.e, it a ‘paper car’ with a lawn mower
engine.... We have tested them & 
whatever they are made of.. they have a
lot of SOUL! Great fun to drive, & they
go like greased lightning... An amazing
feet of DDR engineering.. buy one &
drive it away today... It is worth the 
ozone hole.. 

GUTE FAHRT !

>>>Prenzlauerberg, ..
the wildest East area of the city full of
freaks & NICE PEOPLE. So now the
rich moved in & it has become quite
fancy up here sometimes. There are
still many areas & special places to go
& the amount of beautiful restored
houses from the turn of the last century..

I suppose ‘THE’ dish that expresses
Berlin best  is the ‘CURRY WURST’,
It is cheap, satisfying, meaty, smooth, it
is hot, strange, somehow doesn’t fit
together, never the same as it was
before . It does go BEST WITH
BEER & you do it standing up on your
feet . . . . Of course as with any sausage,
you don't want to know what it's
made of or ... where it came from...

FIRE' Abend .. that's the time of the
day when we take the first beer.. kick
back have a smoke.. call a friend take a
break together..  maybe we go back to
work later... maybe not.. so when you
hear the cry, you know what to do... 

PIL'S & CHILL'S !

What do you call a Trabi with a sun
roof?. A wheel barrow / dumpster . . 

MAUER PARK SUNDAYS
are HUGE.. they come out to play & to 
display. It's people time, much 
integration & taste bud sensation. It
is tough to get out of bed on Sunday
morning.. but if you stay up.... Later in
Berlin ends up with 'tatort', TV
crime shows, it's a tradition, you are
lucky if you do not understand what
they are talking about !.... at the end of
the day.. we love the law! Aber we still
not really loving them Police ;-)

Choose between fear & love, the revolution has beguin now..
the choice is yours www.thezeitgeistmovement.com
It’s great to be alive, but to be young, is bliss

About the after party's! .. You will need to
search them out. Usually quite illegally
organised & so it's moving around locations.
If you are in Summer then it's all 

OUTDOORS & NON-STOP..
Sunday morning alternative...The huge
flee market hangar at the end of the
'cafe culture' Schlesische str.. (G5) then
Treptower park is fab’n’groovy, to visit...
The colossal memorial for the Sowiet
forces that broke WW2 Berlin. (H6)

>>>Kreuzberg, X-berg, is
the intensive center of foreigner’s
(especially Turkish… good for your
kebabs, Locals include artisans & 
‘WAY OUT’.. FREAKY TYPES you
will find all stuffed into the same pubs
every night all night!! You will meet
people who will tell you they have never
once been out of the neighbourhood!
this whole area is a “Strip”. Night life
& Day life overload.. The only thing to
remember is your handle, your bearings
will find themselves eventually (G3) A few of generations ago, one of the

tactics used to entice young people to
come live in the walled city from the
Western regions of Germany (GDR)
was to 'drop the army draft'. Any lads
who didn’t wish to do the compulsory
army time could come live in Berlin &
be free of guilt & gun.... The West sides of
Berlin became filled with FIT, HAPPY,
YOUNG men (hippies) & the young
women, they came too .., the swinging
1960’s, they were otherwise occupied..

Cozy cellar-bar..  you can feel the underground
spirit & enjoy cheap drinks. (beer 2,
Caipirinha/ Mojito 4,- Longdrinks 3,5o)
Lounge Rooms furnished with old sofas, the
'FIRE' place! the disco ball. students, artists...&
'well informed backpackers' meet & pre party
here..  In summer they normally open earlier..
cafe serving all refreshments. feed your fire..

S-Bahn - “Oranienburgerstr.” 
or S-Bahn - “Hackescher Markt”

Mitte. Krausnickstr. 5 
Daily from 20:oo

www.fire-club.de

Fire bar-lounge
-MINI club-cafe

30

D2

Go with the flow in the 'fish tank' foyer.  'All you
can eat' breakfast buffet till noon ...or if you
prefer whiskey-cola after nights in the neigh-
bouring NIGHTLIFE... they will take care of you.
Many rooms w/balcony’s.. Lots of doubles, 
en-suite, up to 8 persons & dorms, High spec
apartments …..outstanding customer service..
& a sun splashed terrace. !. .free parking.. 

F’shain. Helsingforserstr. 17  
+49(0)30-440 44 250

hostel@sunflower-berlin.de
www.sunflower-berlin.de

U1, S-Bahn - ”Warschauerstraße”
S-Bahn - “Ostbahnhof”

Enjoy the chaotic charm, the relaxed
ambiance.. common room & travel library.
Fully equipped for disabled guests. Doubles 
en-suite, dorms 3 - 6 beds, all new & 
renovated. Backpackers may use their own
sleeping bags, not common in this city... It 
is different here. The area is really happening
day & night, you will like it.

Lette'm Sleep hostel
Prenzlauerberg

Karl Marx Allee 140
Open: 17.oo-04.oo 

Fri & Sat: from 18.oo
www.abgedreht.net Sunday: from 14.oo 

Pub you were looking for?.  daily' special 
cocktail or mixed drink 4e/ Meal deal 4.50e...
8 tap beers .German, Czech & Guinness. Jager
vom fass!! hot coffee. Rock-ska, hardcore
musik... till midnight sprawling street beer gar-
den.! Drink, Eat here all day any-day. Sunday
from 2pm FEAST 'All you can Eat' deal @
8.90e'', ribs, burgers, Vega, pie etc.. Movie on
Monday. Friday Cocktails for you ladies 4 e... 

U5, tram M10, N5 - “Frankfurter Tor”

The club is a bazaar of trinkets & entertainment
treats. Elvis, Jesus doggies, plastic gizmo's,
rockers, rollers, punks, the tattooed masses,
rude boys & the sexiest bar staff in town (or vis
vis).  Crazy colourful place & a good spot to
meet your kinda' people.. Every night touring
band gigs- guitars, Double BASS..  Live Music
main stay, no-electro !..

U1 - “Görlitzer Bhf.”, bus - M29

Wild at Heart
Live Club-Bar-Djs-Lokal

Familiar, scene bar with funky
light installation's. Easy going local haunt, Dj
most every night..  The landlords better known for
activities in the 'Pyonen' big Techno scenes. So the
elektro Dj program every Fri & Sat may reflect/
preview such events on a more intimate level.
Something which may be of interest to you is
the house special ''space-drinks''...

U2 - “Eberswalderstraße”

P’berg. Lychenerstraße  23
www.bar23.de

Daily 19.oo-open end

Bar 23 DJ pub-low techno lounge

U2 - “Eberwalderstraße”
S-Bahn - “Schönhauser Allee”

99

50

X’berg. Mehringdamm 79
Mon-Tues: 12.oo-18.oo
Wed thru Sat: till 20.oo

www.other-nature.de

Other Nature - alternativer
Sexladen a sexier kind of shop

26

H1

2

F5

44

A3

4

E5

really BUSY corner (especially on 'Turkish'
market days). solid breakfasts, light lunches &
filling feeds. Sit in the sunny street seats, hang
out for a few beers..  on the lounge balcony
overlooking the water. friendly place, 100 CD
juke box.! DIY disco nights, acoustic concerts..
Boat trips up the Landwehr canal (skating on a
cold day), departing @ 11.oo After 'ihren
'Milch'cafe . . . 

U1, U15, U8 - “Kottbusser Tor”

Ankerklause café-bar-terrace-
music-diner20

H3

X’berg. Oranienstraße 170 
Mon to Sun: 12.oo-late

NO Reservation
www.santaberlin.com

in the thick of the action.. bigger fiesta. 
cocktails, mezcales... Margarita happy hour 8pm
every day... imagine... Get in early to get a seat !!,
or just stay here after having a lunch special...
this place gets FULL, especially on Tuesday's
1e tacos & tequilas... Sunday recovery fuel,
Bloody Marys & saucy pancakes..

U1 - “Kottbusser Tor”

10

G3

11

H4

Healthy for the body, good for the mind & nice
to the wallet. Deli of absolutely 100% vege.
Open kitchen. Special shakes & cakes. Seitan
meat & all organic feeds. Nice bread, drinks
for everyone. Awarded as "Germany's 1.
Organic-feel good fast food-Restaurant' 

U1 - “Görlitzer Bnf.”, bus -129

X’berg. 
Wienerstraße19

Open: 12.oo-00.oo
weekends till 01.oo  

www.yellow-sunshine.com

Yellow Sunshine 
vegetarian buffet diner terrace16

H4

after you finished dinner you don't need to ask
yourself “where to go now?”.. you can stay
here.;-).. the buzz develops as the day goes on..
sweet lounging..  eat & drink n’ talking, mingle
n’ meet, you can combine... Basis of the menu
is French, galettes, crepes, croque madam,
quiche... Le’ daily special, vege or meat dish.
On the weekend, scrambled eggs (only 
organic)), slow breakfasts, easy times..

U8- “Schönleinstraße”

Neukölln. Hobrechtstr 57 
Mon-Friday: 

from 16.oo.... ++
Sat & sunday & holidays from 10.oo.

Open everyday

Major bar-restaurant- cafe-
terrace35

H4

Unglaublich!! You may have tasted a cupcake..
these buns are special.. sex'pecially
YUUMM'licious... & the presentation, will flip
your senses..  freshly baked, delicious toppings
... Vegan apple pie, NY cheesecake, key lime
pie, vegan banana bread & brownies... bagel
sandwiches, coffee, tea, Chai, homemade USA
pop, ... get your SWEET treat...

U1, S-Bahn -“Warschauerstraße”
Tram: M10 - “Grünberger Str”

F’shain. Krossener Str. 12
Every day 12.oo-20.oo
www.cupcakeberlin.de

Cupcake Berlin confectionery
cafe3

F6

A place to meet... somewhere between hostel
bar & typikal local 'knipe'.. big screen bar TV
episodes, there is a stage... regular events +
music.. cheep drinks & special deals. Talented
backpackers 'perform for stay'- earn yourself
free drink & a hostel bed. 

U1, S-Bahn -“Warschauerstraße” 
tram M10 - “Grünbergerstraße”

Red Rooster drink-food-music-
travelers bar8

E5

47

B3
1’st & 2’nd class…Through the portholes from
the bed-cabins, you can see, feel & hear 
the rippling of the River. Nearly all rooms w/
WC- shower.…. Bar & open lounge on the top
sundeck, AMAZING views, VERY special 
location, beautiful classic boat.

U1, S-Bahn -“Warschauerstraße” 

50

7

G5

X’berg. Oranienstraße 19a
www.franken-bar.de 

Open: 20.oo - 06.oo+- ?

Franken        legendary K'berg
rocker bar15

G4

reliable place to come for a few drinks at any
point in the evening. Stay a while.. stay all
night. … it can be intimate or intense, depends
on the night. They try... Dj's, salubrious 
lighting's & installation.. tempting specials &
long shots.. space-drinks ... afternoons to 
pre evenings milk cafe or beer. It's a busy 
'happening' corner bar- day till nite

U1 - “Schlesisches tor”

Schlesische Strasse 16 
www.zurfettenecke.de

from 15.oo till Morn.

Zur fetten ecke       DJ pub ..
Since 1917

9

G5

Mitte.Torstraße 60
Mon-Thurs: 20.oo - 

Fri: from 21.oo-
& Sat: from 22.oo- 

till late 
Sunday: from 19.oo

www.kaffeeburger.de

A beautiful place..velvet, from the good old
days where volk would 'go out', to dance 
properly…. The club area is small & when is
busy it 's a tight fit..! They present a broad 
program of abstract nightly entertainments...
Live gigs, or cultural experiment actions till
around Midnight. Then it is dancing.. This is a
late-into-the-night, den for local & foreign
shady characters...you can chill in the Lounge
area if it's too hot on the floor ! 

U2 - “Rosa-Luxemburg-Platz”

'Tanzwirtschaft' ball room bar
Kaffee Burger36

C3

Eastern-Comfort hostelboats
on the Spree

F’shain. Mühlenstraße 73
+49 (0) 30-66763806

Fax: 66763805 
www.eastern-comfort.com

Most centralised place on down a calm back
street…  snazzy & cheap  at the price. New
house, new rooms, new facilities, terraces…
24h hour bar. Quiet rooms to culminate this is
an excellent stay day or night on any style of
a budget & \ or on any mission!!

S-Bahn - “Hackescher Mkt.”

180

38

D3

City Stay 
hostel Mitte

'the HUB' .. Berlin has no center, except this
one you're in… Theme rooms & good 'rocking'
tunes, rack up a game of POOL in the radiating
reception/bar/lounges, crack a beer. Funky
dorms & doubles, all new. Nightlife all around,
motorbike parking in the garden... 

F’shain. 
Grünbergerstr. 23

+49 (0) 30-290 000 81
www.globetrotterhostel.de

odyssee@globetrotterhostel.de

Globetrotter Odyssee 
hostel Freidrichshain

U1, S-Bahn -“Warschauerstraße”
S-Bahn -“Ostbahnhof”

BUS 240 from Ostbahnhof

96

13

E5Grünbergerstraße  23
Open.. afternoon till late

www.redroosterbar.de

Pumped in from the back room Self-brewed
Friedrichshainer "Helles" (a meaty lager),
Dark, Wheat & Seasonal beers. Delicious apple
Cider, tasted along with smeared ‘Schmalz’
(German delicacy... spiced fat a tasty spread
on bread ......mmmmm). Football Germans
love that too;-). A beer drinkers paradise & a
highlight of your trip.. chill cozy inside or enjoy
your bubbles on the terrace.

U1, S-Bahn -“Warschauerstraße” 
Tram: M10 - “Revaler Str”

Hops & Barley
micro brewery pub

6

F6

Wühlisch Str. 22/23
F’shain. Daily from: 

17.oo- open end
www.hopsandbarley-berlin.de

much action, events, 
happenings.... the red room is alive!!! bursting
the foundations.. everyone from everywhere is
here, just flew in.. & it’s ‘on’..10-9-8-7-.... One
of the pioneers of the current nightlife 
movement in this area.. that’s a perfect 
example of the ‘Berlin chic’, rising from the
rubble.. little broken, unfinished.. in motion.. the
imperfection makes it quite perfect.. !!

U8 - “Schönleinstraße”

Raumfahrer bar music preclub
33

H4

Neukölln
Hobrechtstrasse 54 

Mon-Sat: from 19.oo
Closed on Sunday.

Great sound & high ranking international acts - all
from Electronica, Elektro, Trap, House over
Experimental to Bass, Dubstep, D'n'B…
Presents DJ sets & live concerts (watch program).
Beautiful vaulted ceilings on huge columns,
combined through some cool concept design,
swirling light installations. Quite 'the' Club
Experience. Wrapped & ready...

U1, U6, U7 -”Mehringdamm,
Hallesches Tor”

GRETCHEN major dance club venue23

H2

Obentrautstr. 19-21
X’berg. Open @ nite

see program 
www.gretchen-club.de

concerts & sessions 7 days a week.. program
is focusing on Eastern-European, Balkan
musik, swing, jazz.. but there is live Hip-Hop &
electro, indie pop, reggae gigs- one thing in
common, the high quality of the music !..this is
a new exciting place for LIVE music & culture
on the rise. Sat's at 11.oo -, breakfast, coffee &
on a nice day find the terrace alive from 17.oo...

Fast food cabin with a big heart.. & great
grilled meats! In-house seasonings & some
special recipes... locally sourced quality food
stuffs & imported spice. Make really for a nice
meal, burger, sausage, pommes, lots of 
vegetables & offers for vegan. Friends are
always around... It's Tony's place.

U1, S-Bahn -“Warschauerstraße”
Tram: M10 - “Revaler Str”

Badehaus LIVE MUSIC club-
bar- terrace-fast 'good' food...

Tony's grill bistro

ABGEdreht bar-diner-terrace

5

F5

F’shain. 
Revaler Strasse 99

(Simon-Dachstr)
in the RAW complex 

www.badehaus-berlin.com
See Program for opens Wed till Sunday

from 21h. other days only if show

Mon: 16.oo-22.oo, Tue-Wed: till midnight
Thus-Sat: - 03oo+ Tony's Grill Bistro

one of the smallest dance halls in Europe, over
weekends... Star in the eye of Berlin 50's to
70's DJ scene & around it goes .. their music
& the reputation of this charming place. super
'swish' stylish concept... remarkably relaxed
audience... classic cocktails, select spirits,
Champagne & Crémant, but also a good cold
beer served with a suave smile

U1- “Schlesisches Tor”

Konrad Toenz bar music in mono24

H5

X’berg. Falckensteinstr. 30
Every night: 20:15 

- open end

X’berg. Wienerstraße 20
open daily for Concerts

20.oo till late
www.wildatheartberlin.de

...the upside down Underground .. it's 60s, it's
70s it's the 00's ... come & forget who, where,
what you are...they have it all...music quiz
Wednesdays, LIVE music ALL weekend
(@21.oo) only cost 1- 6€,  (pay what you will
at the door)..., Sunday open mic.. Experi'
Monday', who knows what;-) ...ping pong par-
ties midweek ... lot of regulars like to come &
hang out.

U1- “Schlesisches Tor”

Madame Claude   bar-venue-
club-space18

G4

X’berg. Lübbener Str. 19
Daily from 

19.oo till late
www.myspace.com/madame_claude 

Spiky love, decent coffee & some great fusion
fast food, kick back amongst PunkRock-
'Schnick SchnacK', the most colorful people,
band merchandise & munch much more.
Crazy clothing, footwear & bits & stuff on-sale
today. in store & on-line. , searching for the
good times in life in a special Hawaiian-
X'berger atmos….US ‘diner style’ breakfast &
lunch, crucial Cocktails..

U1 - “Görlitzer Bhf.”, bus - M29

Tiki Heart    Rock'n'Roll diner 
& cool shop12

H4

X’berg. Wienerstraße 20
Cafe from 

09.oo till ??.?? 
Shop 10.oo-20.oo
www.tikiheart.de

what a trip..  laboratory front end- drink technology,
Cuisine- Styles (fresh Herb & Spyce), Molecular
Mixology (Drink Jelly-drops,  foam, dry-ice…)
performed in test-tubes. home made Absinthe,
bazar beers, amazing procedures, 'The 
landlord is World famous.. 'das cocktail pirate'
.. peculiar glasses of pure Liquor's.. 

U6, U7 - “Mehringdamm”
U1, U7 - “Möckernbrücke”

Zyankali Bar an exceptional pub 22

H1

Großbeerenstraße 64
X’berg.  Daily from
19:ootill +++?

www.zyankali.de

Want to know? You get 3€,- off the day tours
with this map! Specialist guides take you to the
places, past & present, plenty of gripping 
narrative. ‘Hidden Berlin & ALL Main Sites’
daily at 10am & 13.3o, Third Reich,
Concentration Camp & Cold War daily at 10.oo.
from 9€,- High quality presentations... 'Berlin
Today' tour (see web)....  The infamous Insider
'Pub Crawl' 20.oo - late, free drinks, 5 bars &
clubs, as you like..!

Insider various Berlin Walking Tours

1 & Pub crawl: at Hackescher Markt S-Bahn
2: city's West side ‘Zoo station’
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meeting points:
1: 'AM to PM'
bar-restaurant
2: McDonald

www.insidertour.com

The Sunflower
hostel Freidrichshain

Because of how simple- minimal it is here..It
seems really fancy.. it's a design thing & it's
VERY nice, pure but curious.. 1, 2, 3, 4 person
rooms, w/ good rates..... Catering cafe/ deli..
Speciality gourmet dishes, daily menu 8euro+-
.. Variety is the spice of-life... or coffee.. lekker
schlafen und essen in Berlinolour !

X’berg.  Graefestr 89 
+49 (0)30 373 064 34

info@lekkerurlaub.de
www.lekkerurlaub.de

Cafe open: o9.oo-18.oo & summer till 20.oo

U8 - ”Schönleinstrasse”

16
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Lekkerurlaub notaufnahme 
hostel & cafe Kreuzberg

A real 'feel' to the place, not only the very 
dominant building itself, but the 'vibe'... very
"Berlin", chill & 'gritty'... Simple offer; bunks,
dorms, twins,  all w/ shared facilities, cheap
sleeps & a friendly place for those who like to
meet the others & hang out, take it easy..

Karl-Marx-Str. 75
+49 (0)30 - 547 151 40 

mail@rixpack.de 
www.RIXPACK.de 

U7 -”Rathaus Neukölln”
GPS: lat=52.482000 lon=13.433978

92
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Rixpack  Hostel  Neukölln

People from the whole world meet here & feel
good! Beautiful garden w/ hammock & swing.
Stay in 3 designer old-timer caravans & 3
wood cabins all indoors!, Factory hall.. 'THE'
camping-idyll. high ceilings & huge windows.
green oasis. CCaaffee, breakfasts, cakes, herbs on
the tables, regional & seasonal, vegetarian
master cook, ,  Mon till Sat-o8.oo till 18.oo. Sunday
till 16.oo lunch offer Mon till Fri noon till 16.oo.

Hobrechtstraße 65/66
+49-(0) 30-37 30 58 06
www.huettenpalast.de
info@huettenpalast.de

U8 or U7 - “Hermannplatz”
bus lines: M29, 344, 141 or 194
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Hüttenpalast   
caravans-huts-hotel-cafe-Neukölln

Lettestraße  7 
Tel: 08oo-HOSTELS (free) 

+49 (0) 30-447 336 23
www.backpackers.de
info@backpackers.de

Mitte. Rosenstraße 16
tel: +49 (0) 30-236 24 031

fax: 279 07 170
www.citystay.de info@citystay.de

Amsterdam . Berlin
Prague . Budapest

Wien . Krakow
Riga . Barcelona

City Spy Mapping

www.cityspy.info
mapman@cityspy.info

www.google.com/profiles/cityspy.info
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The International
dialling code
to Berlin is:

00 49-30

X’berg.Oranienplatz 11-13
Open 09.oo-03.oo

www.kuchenkaiser.de

All sort & genre of people enjoy breakfasts
from 09.oo-15.oo. Lunch buffé 12.oo-15.oo (2
course menu for less than 7€)..Sundays from
10.oo-15.oo Grand brunch'en feast for 9€ +-...
German specialties, international flair.. Classic
bar.. kick back, blow the froth off a few choice
beers, fresh-juice, hot coffee, attentive service,
comfortable surround, beer garden /street
cafe, 8 ball & Snooker, play area for the little
children old & young.. In it's day was a world
famous confectionery. 

U8 - “Moritz Platz”

Kuchen Kaiser 
café-diner-bar Est' in 1866

14
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& thanks 2013. Sarah. Eva ‘Kuči’ Stone made this
new design, we hope u find this map & info usefull ..
if so keep SSPPYYmap in hand everywhere u go..
SSuuppppoorrtt  tthhee  ccaauussee......peace xx . . . . . . Mr. Gordonsky

let's go 10 pin bowling (on classic original
wooden lanes, there's only 2 so reserve.. wear
your socks!?)) they love it!! & drinking.. they
love that too (more 1 arm exercise)... Old
style, comfortable, lounge room, sofa land-
scape.. warm lit flea market ambiance, fresh
cake & coffee & later maybe Dj's..

U1- “Schlesisches Tor”

Tante Lisbeth   bowling lounge
cafe bar19
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Muskauer str. 49  
X’berg. Daily: 

15.oo till whenever?
www.tantelisbeth.de

Rough & ready, rocker bar.
Oozing atmosphere, soaked in booze. Attracts
all the local characters, old & new, hip shave
head chicks, punks, skunks .. the leathers...
It's charm 'the German rustic ideal of
‘Gemuetlichkeit’ & Volks bravado. Krigel's are
clinking The music is pumping, rock’'n’'roll
parties. daily drink & cocktail specials. Have a
sour ‘zaouer’ one! . . come here first like a
launch pad to the SO36.. 

X’berg. Kottbusser Damm 104
www.ankerklause.de

Open: Mon: 16.oo- 
Tue-Sun: 10.oo till laaate!

.. cute yet.. edgy, everything from
dildos n' organic lube to tea n' cupcakes.  plus
art gallery, vegan condoms, awesome books,
tattoos!  souvenirs here too: whips, cuffs, 
strap-on's, & vib's all made in Berlin.  of course,
standard & quality are way over the norm.
pleasure is priority.. without breaking the bank!' 

U6 - “Pl der Luftbrücke” & 
U7 -“Mehringdamm”

All mod cons, slick-cyber-block ... über hip &
sincerely happening. Fun & surprisingly affordable..
brilliant dorms & many privates w/ shower,
huge common bridge area on the lower deck
24 /7 bar, pool, lights -movies action! relax-
area 42, garden, aspirin, sunglasses rent. .
inspired by the 'hitchhikers guide to the
Galaxy' .. Another fine Enterprise!..

U6 - “Oranienburger Tor”

Heart of Gold 
hostel Mitte

Mitte. Johannisstraße  11
+49 (0) 30- 29 00 33 00

bridge@heartofgold-hostel.de
www.heartofgold-hostel.de 

or www.heartofgold-berlin.de
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Cushy seats & fun tours. daily at 11am & 4pm
(see web). as well they offer rentals by the
hour, half day, days etc..! Fair prices on cruiser
cycles & in-store wifi.. Friendly professional
people & good service. Rain or shine! Tours in
German/ Espanyol !! show this map get 2€ off !

Mitte. Panorama str. 1a
Tel: (030)24 04 79 91

Open: Mar 1-Apr 30:
from o9.3o till 18.oo

May 1-Sept 30: till 20.oo
Oct 1-Nov 30: till 18.oo

www.berlinbikerental.com

Fat Tire bike tours & rental

U, S-Bahn “Alexanderplatz” (facing tower
entrance go right & under). U can also

find them over at ZOO 
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Recommended! Guided tours to the
Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp! powerful,
not to be missed!. no reservations, just show
up. .. run on a non-profit basis. Proceeds go to
the Memorial & Amnesty International. 

Mitte. Tours meet at the 
TV Tower in Alexanderplatz

Apr 1-Oct 31:
tours also on Fri & Sun.

Jan 2-Mar 31 & Nov 1-Dec 1:
Tue,Thurs,Sat: at 10am
www.mosaictours.org

Mosaic Tours        Memorial
tour experience

U, S-Bahn -“Alexanderplatz”
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Santa Maria        new classic 
Mexican  food & drinks 

U1 - “Görlitzer Bhf.”
U8 - “Kottbusser Tor”

Rosenthaler Str. 39 - 2 
Mitte. im Haus 

Schwarzenberg /Hinterhof 
Daily: 14.oo till late

www.eschschloraque.de
www.deadchickens.de

Mon-Sat: 12.oo-20.oo, Sundays:
14.oo-19.oo  www.neurotitan.de

ESCHSCHLORAQUE -Rümschrümp 
the last great Mitte backyard39
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is 'the' bar in the back .... a weird & wonderful
complex.. a true center for the underground &
fringe scenes, decent drinks, dance floor, liquid
lounging, cocktails & beer... a collective of creative
artists & abstract entertainment entrepreneur's, 

Crazy amazing fantasy world of hard bodied
freak-show crash- banging hydraulic machine
madness & spectacular A run-down amusement
park comes into life. Outlandish scary mechanical
creature show . It's a trip... &  the Tour cost 8 / 5 €

'very Berlin', primarily supports artists & musicians
that experiment in established subcultures.
Presenting such works.. they offer for sale
many unique items & cool stuff..  At the street
entrance of the complex is the CCaafféé  CCiinneemmaa  

S-Bahn- Hackescher Markt 
U-Bahn 8 -“Weinmeisterstraße”

Danzigerstrasse 61
Prenzlauerberg

Open: 20.oo till late

THE MONTEREY        rockin'
night pub46
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a known hang-out for local bands & 
musicians. Rock, Beat, Blues, Psychedelic,
Stoner surf, Metal musik, stiff tunes & rare
tracks. It’s a cool 'lokal', comfortable vibe, w/
a black-light area & a retro 'free play'
machine. Beer is well priced, Shots start at 2
euros.... Burn your guitars..

Trams M10 & M2

X’berg. Forsterstr. 5 
Wed to Sunday

Bar: 12.oo-open end
Kitchen: 12.oo-18.oo

Mon, Tue: Closed
www.atlaspancakes.com

Atlas Pancakes     art cafe -
terrace-food25
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It's a cool space on a chill street. City 'Side
walk'.. Ever so nice to hang out there. Dj's 
visual performance acoustic & impromptu live
music's, vernissage & exhibition. of course
delicious American pancakes, w/ a little Latino
surprise .. love them, they love you.

M29, U1- “Görlitzer Bahnhof”,
U8- ”Kottbusser Tor”

X’berg. Ritterstrstraße 26
Wed: 21.oo & Fri & Sat:

24.00 till the end
www.ritter-butzke.de

RitterButzkeBerlin

Ritter Butzke DANCE CLUB 
creative space17
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Like (almost) everything that is good... it
began illegality. Major venue for contemporary
Arts.. all about dance Party's.. happening's..
world class system, sounds, acts, artists & the
place is busy w/ the international crowd. Solid
programs various 'Fabrik' spaces  Inspired
deco & installation's, high trash, Hang out,
make them night moves ...

U1, U15, U8 - “Kottbusser Tor”

RIXPACK

Happy shoe haven. The most unique shoe shop
I've ever set foot inside. Ladies & gentlemen...
Dizzy high heels, biker boots, sneakers, catwalk
& designer styles. 2’nd hand couture classics.
No two pairs the same !. .. a real treat.. Best
foot forward, a step in the right direction.. find
your lifelong favorite. happy foot foundation.
High Heels Forever!  a special place in your soul..
there is nice terrace too (if your feet hurt)..

Calypso      most amazing shop 
on the planet

U8 - ”Rosenth. Pl “/ M8,12
“Invaliden”, U2 - “Eberswalderstraße”
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P’berg. Oderbergerstr. 14 
Tel.: 281 6165 

Mon-Fri: 12.oo-20.oo
Sat: 12.oo-16.oo 

www.calypsoshoes.com

-MonsterKabinett installation

 -Neurotitan gallery store outlet
300m2 shop & gallery, electro

music.comics.graphic.art.exhibition

Thu: 18.oo-22.oo, Fri & Sat: 16.oo-22.oo 
www.monsterkabinett.de

. . . Pick up a A5 copy of 
publication 'STRESS FAKTOR'

www.stressfaktor.squat.net, there is
all the info & listings you will need...
Improve your German language skills
& get into the right actions.. a per-
fect company to your City Spy Map..

TIP

PANKE BAR:
w w w. p a n k e c u l t u r e . c o m

A place of expression & artistic life..
they serve beer & cafe too ;-)
Gerichtstr. 23, Hof V. (A1)   

TIP

K77: Kastanienallee 77 -long
term squatted houses, very much

in the middle of the action & creator
of movement. There are open areas &
an art house cinema LICHTBLICK
KINO: www.lichtblick-kino.org.
MORGENROT CAFE: in number
85 www.cafe-morgenrot.de open at
noon for conscience's dining. Coffee
& cakes, music & debate. (B3)

TIP

RIGAERSTRAßE: one of the
last 'occupied streets', painted

houses in the surrounding area are a
significant nest of squats & sub-culture
centers. Everyday are some of the bars,
shops & places, open to visit. Bring
your curiosity, it need not be expensive!
SAMA CAFE: www.sama32.squat.net
has open from 20.oo w/ program gigs,
happenings & bar.., there are many
such doorways around these streets.
Samariterstr 32.(E6)
SUPAMOLLY: www.supamolly.de A
culture place w/ someday Sunday
'love kitchen' from 15.3o, bar cafe
concerts Tues-Sun from 20.oo.
Jessnerstr 41 (F6).

TIP

RAW: www.raw-tempel.de
former railway garage's 8.800 m2

clubs, bars, eats, outdoor 'happening',
cultural occasions, artistic expressions
& many people orientated projects,
programs & possibility's. There is a
central info place where you can
inform yourself & show interest in the
opportunity's they offer (F5)

TIP

Clothes shoppers find heaven
on Earth.. 6 floor 'HUMANA'

on Frankfurter Tor (E5).. It's cheaper
than going to the laundry ;-)..
…good, cheap, unusual.. most out-'in'
styles.. Some of the profit go to 'aid
Africa' .. so you can look like a real
Berliner & same time gain a few good
Karma points..

TIP

CLASH: www.clash-berlin.de
bar-concert venue-terrace,

part of a large occupied house. Many
project spaces & interactive areas..
the bar is where to go & figure it all
out. It has a really specific vibe, you
can sprawl out on the terrace, eat
food, drinks, lots of friends, nice
shows!! Mon-Fri: 12.oo - ? Sat from
18.3o.. Gneisenaustraße 2a  (H2)
RAUCH HAUS SQUAT:
www.rauchhaus1971.de Into art &
graffiti, occasional parties, some
workshops, actions.. & a hostel..
Mariannenplatz 1A (G4).
RED STUFF: www.antifa-versand.de
part of the M99 squat, store for shirts,
'THE' cause support & propaganda.
Waldemarstr. 110 (G4)
KOPI: www.koepi137.net one of the
biggest & most active /reactive ... they
make street actions & many happenings,
art, parties, concerts... open most
evenings. KOpenicker str 137 (F4).
TOMMY- WEISBECKER haus
www.tommyhaus.org culture place
much going on, parties & actions of
serious Social Consequence’ there is a
cafe open weekdays from 18.oo w/ends
from 16.oo  Wilhelmstrasse 9 (G2)

TIP

SYNDIKAT: Weisestr (J4) &
TRISTEZA: Pannierstr. 5 (i4)

are bars run as projects by 
collectives from squated houses/ art
residences . Opens most evenings
SAMEHEADS: www.sameheads.com
a fashion art cafe w/ exclusive 
program of hi end low budget arts &
events. Richardstr.10  (J4-5)

TIP

BAIZ: www.baiz.info Open
daily from 16.oo. A bar with

all the connects to the political &
underground scenes. Maybe a good
place to start your discovery's.
Christinenstr.1 (C3).
SCHOKOLADEN:
www.schokoladen-mitte.de community
bar, w/ cheep drinks, LIVE program,
chillax, nice buzz Ackerstr 169 (C2)

TIP

Takes you far away from the spots found in any
guide book, visit the underground.. Urban 
subcultures, tours include Street art 
workshops, city exploring, abandoned sites on
the Twilight tours. The "666" anti pub-crawl
frequent some lesser known bars & clubs..
walking tours daily include the Free alternative
tour & the premier Alternative tour .. The 'Real'
Berlin experience.

All tours meet at
Alexanderplatz TV tower

outside Star*ucks
#Anti pubcrawl meets 

at Yesterday bar 
www.alternativeberlin.com

Alternative Berlin tours

U-S-Bahn - “Alexanderplatz” (facing tower
entrance go right). 

#U2 -”Senefelder Platz” - Metzerstr 2 (D2)
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..nice bright & easy going.. Just drop in
browse around, lots of choice -many genres ..
long or light reading .. turn a page today. Take
a tea & take your time...Perhaps you know
their store in Prague.

Prenzlauerberg 
Raumer Str. 36

Open daily 10.oo- 20.oo
www.shakesbooks.de

U2 - “Eberswalder Str.”
M10 - “Husemann Str.”
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Shakespeare & Sons 
book shop coffee & read

Independent spirit, NOT a chain hostel! Clean,
relaxed, easy to chat to the staff, make friends
in the lounge, kitchen or in the cozy garden …
Easy going people of any age are comfortable in
this central location.. Girls especially, seem happy
here. Free Walking tour, dinners + more.

East seven             hostel
Prenzlauerberg

U2 - “Senefelder Platz” 
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Schwedterstraße 7 
B-10119

+49 (0) 30-936 222 40
www.eastseven.de  info@eastseven.de

Snazzy urban domicile .. to rent.. cool & very
colourful, decorated by local graffiti artists..
dormitory's! privates! apartments! lots of
choice & it's all nice & fresh... stretch 
out- chill out-free your mind.. A good opportunity
to spend a few nice days on a low-budget !

Schönhauser Allee 133a
Tel.: +49 30 48496815
Fax: +49 30 48496817 

post@alcatraz-backpacker.de 
www.alcatraz-backpacker.de

U, S-bahn - “Schönhauser Allee” &
Tram M10 -”Eberswalder Straße” 

M1 -”Milastraße”

75
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Alcatraz Backpacker  hostel
Prenzlauerberg

A special thing to pong or to ping…. so much
more than Low-Level Nightlife…. Let the
throng pong !! .. Recreating recreation &
Improving hand-eye coordination, one player
at a time….. Going nowhere.. fast !… Play your
game……Football & video's on big screen, Dj..
couch viewing & beer.. stumble across this
place & never forget how & where you found It. 

U2 - “Eberswalderstraße” 

Dr. Pong table tennis club-bar45
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Prenzlauerberg
Eberswalderstraße 21

Mon-Sat: 20.oo-++
Sunday: 14.oo-++

www.drpong.net

... the forefront of the underground.. They hold
serious party events, stretching across the
weekends ..  Over two floors (indoor & out) you
can party with internationally acclaimed
artists, who do show up regularly as well as
local heroes. a true circus needs variety.... if
you like this scene then here it is!

U-S Bahn -”Warschauer Str.” Tram 10

Suicide Circus 
DANCE techno Club

1
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F'shain.
end of Warschauer bridge 

metal steps down 
open weekends 
from late til late 

www.suicide-berlin.com 
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